
We have combined two of our favourite events to create The Perfect 
Team Build. Enjoy the high adrenaline, physical elements of Country 
Sports with the fun yet challenging cerebral exercises from Crystal 
Challenge.

EVENT FACTS:

Duration: Approx. 3-6 hours 

Location: Nationwide

Group Size: 10-200 

Key Benefits:

Communication 
Problem Solving 
Team Cohesion 
Friendly Competition

What’s Included:

A combination of the above activities, 
according to group size and budget 
Expert guidance towards the most suitable 
challenges 
Medals for the winning team 
Event management and experienced 
instructors

Optional Extras:

Event Photography or Filming 
Upgraded prizes – Champagne, Chocolates, 
Trophies 
Team clothing – Shirts, Caps etc.
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Suspense 
Cypher 
Chemical Rescue 
Oasis
Duck Herding

Bridge Build 
Brunel 
Team Ski 
Dilithium Run
Segways

Archery
Laser Clays 
Inflatable Volleyball 
Human Table Football
Pistol Shooting

We can get the blood racing in Inflatable Volleyball, challenge you 
with Bridge Build, change tempo for accurate pistol shooting, delight 
you with Duck Herding and finish off with a Team Ski! Or any other 
combination of activities.

It’s down to you and your team to successfully complete each 
challenge and earn as many points as possible. And as we know, 
points mean prizes! This event is perfect for corporate customers 
wanting a great, fun day out but who’d also like to make the day 
productive and relevant.

https://vimeo.com/105542090
https://vimeo.com/105542090


Laser Clays
A complete replica of traditional clay pigeon 
shooting; five people shoot at clay targets, which 
are fired at various angles at up to 60mph, 50ft 
above ground. Complete with genuine guns and 
sound effects, individuals’ scores are displayed on 
a giant live scoreboard..

Activity
Descriptions
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Archery 
Robin Hood has nothing on our qualified instructors, who will give you a full brief 
on the correct technique to ensure you hit the golden bullseye every time! 
Judgement and finesse are the watch words here!

Air Pistols 
Practice your precision on our Pistol range. Using these pneumatic firearms, 
each team will be given the chance to fire at different targets in order to score 
maximum points.

Segways
Lean forwards to go forwards, lean back to brake or go backwards, a light tug 
on the control column to the left or right to steer – That's it. Now all you need 
to do is negotiate you way around our complex course!

Inflatable Volleyball 
Prepare for lots of team fun on this 20’ x 40’ bouncy volleyball court, complete 
with palm trees! Six a-side, teams play the bounciest game of volleyball ever in 
this giant inflatable arena.

Human Table Football 
This is one of our most enjoyable team activities, not only to participate in but 
also to watch! Imagine giant table football, in teams of five, you slide from side 
to side along the crossbars in order to get to the ball and score a goal. No 
spinning!



Duck Herding 
You’re like a Wild West Cowboy, but with ducks! 
Work as a team to manoeuvre a gaggle of geese or 
ducks back into their pen. Hilarity ensues as you 
struggle to corral these cute little critters but our 
country gent is on hand to help and give you tips!

Activity
Descriptions
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Cypher
An alien crash site has exposed a number of objects that you need to retrieve 
in order to earn your crystals. However, the area is radioactive! So you have 
to use cunning and guile to retrieve them from a safe distance…

Oasis
Your team has stumbled into a field of silver orbs. Using the limited resources 
supplied, you must plot a single path through the field in order to retrieve as 
many of these orbs as possible. Mental and physical dexterity are useful 
here…

Chemical Rescue 
After a dangerous chemical spill, leaving all but one of your team temporarily 
blinded, several containers still pose a risk within the contaminated zone. 
Using a complex system of suspended ropes and pulleys the team must work 
together to safely extract the containers from the zone.

Suspense
Here your team are faced with a series of suspended pipes. Each team 
member will lower/raise each pipe in order to allow the safe transfer of a 
number of radioactive cores from one side to the other. Frustrating as it is 
challenging there’s a reason it’s called Suspense…

Bridge Build
The team is faced with a collapsed bridge over a raging crocodile infested 
ravine, of sorts... Some equipment has been washed to the shore and the 
team must use this to rebuild the bridge and get the whole team safely 
across.



Brunel
Your team is presented with a problem – Your 
resources come in the form of construction 
equipment that looks like a giant Meccano set and 
the team has to quickly come up with a plan to 
make a device to solve the problem.!

Activity
Descriptions
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Team Ski 
Four members of the team stand astride one large set of skis and attempt to 
complete an obstacle course by moving in unison.

Dilithium Run
Your task is to transport the silver star balls via a set of pipe work, riddled with 
holes, to the constellation board where you must get each ball into its pod to 
complete the constellation.


